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1 |  INTRODUCTION
The demise of Apartheid in South Africa meant the removal of racially discriminatory restrictions on population movement, 
which accelerated migration from the former homelands to the major cities, particularly in Gauteng and the Western Cape. 
Cape Town has experienced substantial population growth over the last three decades as a result of rural– urban migration and 
natural change. The pace, nature and form of this growth poses serious challenges in terms of its impact on inequality because 
it tends to reinforce existing concentrations of poverty and exclusion, and reproduce established social and spatial divisions. 
Constrained access to urban land, housing and public services means that the poor are often forced to settle in marginalised areas 
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Abstract
Capturing the dynamics of population change in urban areas necessitates access to 
geographically fine- grained and temporally consistent data for several time points. 
Such data are generally not available and they must be created using standard popu-
lation data which cannot usually be compared across time periods. In this paper, the 
focus is on changing spatial inequalities in Cape Town, South Africa. This paper 
details an approach to generation of gridded population counts (250 m by 250 m) for 
two census years – 2001 and 2011. Census data for Small Area Layers (SALs), Spot 
Building Count (SBC) data, and Open Street Map (OSM) landuse data were used to 
construct a grid of populated cells to which population counts are then reallocated. 
The reallocation of population counts from SALs to grid cells was undertaken using 
area- to- point kriging – an approach which is informed by the spatial variation in the 
population groups of interest as measured using the variogram. A case study based 
on population grids of unemployment rates shows how the grids can be used to chart 
changes and also to measure spatial inequalities across the city at two time points. The 
advantages of grids for capturing fine- scale complexities and correctly accounting 
for physical separation between communities are demonstrated and the results show, 
while the broad patterns of inequality are consistent across time, there are pronounced 
increases in inequalities in some neighbourhoods. These areas – and what leads some 
areas to fall further behind – should be the subject of attention by policy- makers.
K E Y W O R D S
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in and around the existing townships, therefore inequalities by income and socio- economic status generally may be exacerbated. 
Income inequalities can be captured using the Gini coefficient (see Keeley, 2015), which takes values between zero and one. 
Increasingly large values of the Gini coefficient indicate that income is concentrated amongst smaller and smaller numbers of 
people. Cape Town's Gini coefficient (for income) was very high at 0.57 in 2010,1 and on a par with other municipalities in the 
Western Cape (Western Cape Government Provincial Treasury, 2012). This is transcribed into a starkly polarised spatial form 
with marked differences in deprivation levels between many spatially proximate (neighbouring) areas; that is, there are spatial 
inequalities. The majority of quantitative research concerning inequality in South Africa has utilised the “classical” measures of 
(income) inequality, including the Gini coefficient, expressed at national or occasionally provincial level. Whilst such measures 
are powerful tools for assessing change in inequality over time within South Africa, or for national comparisons, they say little 
about people's day- to- day “lived experience” of inequality. In order to understand how inequality affects people's lives (and 
how this in turn affects the functioning of local communities and wider city regions), it is necessary to understand how people 
actually experience inequality (including where and when) as they go about their daily lives. This paper focuses on the analysis 
of changing deprivation (specifically unemployment) and spatial inequalities in Cape Town between 2001 and 2011.
The research presented here was undertaken as part of the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) project “Changing 
Socio- Spatial Inequalities: Population change and the lived experience of inequality in urban South Africa” (InequalitiesSA). 
The project seeks to build an enhanced understanding of spatial inequalities in South Africa. This paper describes the first 
stages of this work, which entailed profiling the populations of small areas, mapping change in populations over these areas, 
and measuring spatial inequalities between neighbourhoods. To assess the nature of changes in spatial inequalities (and popula-
tion change more generally) it is necessary to have data which are closely comparable – with common variable definitions and 
common geographical areas. The boundaries used to report census data tend to change through time as population numbers and 
densities alter, and so standard census outputs cannot usually be compared directly and it is generally not possible to show how 
one small area changed between one time point (e.g., 2001) and another (e.g., 2011). One solution is to reallocate the census 
counts from their original geographical units to a single comparable set of geographical zones which are the same for all time 
points. The paper first outlines some approaches to standardising data by creating population surfaces (grids) so that small 
areas can be compared across time. Next, existing grid- based population datasets with coverage of South Africa are reviewed. 
The focus then moves on to the study area – the city of Cape Town – and available data sources. The generation of population 
surfaces in the case of Cape Town is then detailed, followed by some preliminary analyses of spatial inequalities using the grids 
generated. The paper concludes by considering some key next steps and by highlighting some ways in which the concepts and 
methods presented are of relevance in other contexts.
2 |  ANALYSIS OF CHANGE THROUGH TIME
Exploration of changes in small areas over time using census data is hampered by changing variables and definitions, and by 
changing zonal systems. Taking the case of South Africa, the small areas used to report population counts from the censuses of 
1996, 2001 and 2011 are not the same. Thus, it is not possible to map population changes over small areas for these three cen-
suses. Incompatible zonal systems can be matched using an areal interpolation procedure. The most straightforward approach 
to change of support (converting from a set of source zones to another set of zones or points) is to use a simple geographical in-
formation system (GIS) overlay procedure. This entails overlaying the source zones and the zones to which counts will be real-
located (the target zones). Taking the example of population counts, the areas of overlap are then used to compute how much of 
the population of a source zone will be assigned to a target zone. For example, if a target zone (e.g., 2011 zones) contains 25% 
of a given source zone (e.g., 1996 zones) then it will receive 25% of the source zone population, plus the relevant proportion 
of the population of any other overlapping source zones. This simple approach can be adapted so that additional information – 
such as land use type – can be used to refine allocations between zones. In a simple case, areas of water may receive no people, 
while sparsely populated rural areas will receive less people than similarly sized but more densely populated more urban areas.
Here, as detailed above, the objective was to create gridded estimates of census variables to allow for analyses of changes 
between 2001 and 2011. Grids can be created from irregular source zones, such as Small Area Layers (SALs; detailed below), 
using areal weighting, but a wide range of alternatives exist (see Lloyd, 2014 for a summary). Lloyd et al. (2017) used a combi-
nation of postcode densities and areal weighting followed by a smoothing process to create gridded counts of census variables 
for the censuses of 1971– 2011 inclusive in Britain. Kernel smoothing approaches (e.g., see Martin, 1989, 1996) can also be 
used to distribute population counts from existing geographies to a new gridded geography. Another alternative is to use a geo-
statistical (kriging- based) approach to changing data scales (see Goovaerts, 2008). With a geostatistical approach, the realloca-
tion of counts is informed by the spatial structure of the variable of interest – as captured using the variogram. For example, if 
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similar values cluster over small areas, then the approach should be different to a case where values are very similar over a larger 
area. To clarify, kriging (and other smoothing approaches) assumes that a grid square located within a high- unemployment SAL 
but on the boundary with a lower- unemployment SAL is likely to have a lower unemployment rate than a grid square within 
the same high- unemployment SAL but not close to the boundary of the lower- unemployment SAL. In effect, to compensate 
for the grid square near the SAL boundary having a lower than average unemployment rate for the SAL, kriging increases the 
unemployment rate for the grid square which is not close to the boundary, so that the grid squares taken together have the same 
average unemployment rate as the SAL as a whole. It is important to note that this “spatial smoothing” process will not neces-
sarily apply everywhere across Cape Town as, in some cases, it is actually the periphery of the poor neighbourhoods that see 
the growth of informal settlements and, in such cases, spatial smoothing might reduce spatial contrasts which we might seek to 
retain. However, inspection of the results presented later shows little evidence of this having any notable impact. Figure 1 gives 
an example, showing how estimates within source zones (irregular boundaries) are not the same, and estimates at boundaries 
of neighbouring zones are more alike. With a conventional areal interpolation, all values attached to grid cell centres within a 
given source zone would be the same.
2.1 | Geostatistical approaches
The variogram (sometimes referred to as the semivariogram) is a measure of the degree to which values differ according to 
how far apart they are (i.e., spatial distance between data points). Observations (e.g., census area centroids) are separated by a 
given distance and direction which is termed the spatial lag. As an example, two observations may be separated by 2 km and 
one of these observation locations may be located directly north of the other observation location. The variogram is estimated 
F I G U R E  1  Kriging estimates of unemployment rates for a sample area
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by computing the squared differences between all of the paired observations, and half the average value is obtained for all ob-
servations separated by a given spatial lag. Note that a specified lag tolerance (e.g., 2 km ±1 km) is used where the observations 
are not located on a regular grid). The experimental variogram ̂(h) for spatial lag h is computed with:
where z(xi) is the observation (e.g., unemployment rate) at location xi and p(h) is the number of paired observations separated by the 
lag distance h. A mathematical model can be fitted to the experimental variogram, most commonly using a fitting procedure such as 
weighted least squares. Models are usually selected from a set of “authorised” models (Webster & Oliver, 2007) and these comprise 
bounded and unbounded models. Bounded models level out as they reach a particular lag (that is, they have a sill (a finite variance)), 
while unbounded models do not reach an upper bound. The components of a bounded variogram model are shown in Figure 2. The 
nugget effect c0 represents unresolved variation; this can include spatial variation at a distance smaller than the sample spacing, and 
also measurement error. Spatially correlated variation is captured by the structured component, c. The sill (sill variance) comprises 
the nugget effect plus the structured component (c0 + c; the a priori variance). The spatial scale (or frequency) of spatial variation 
is represented by the range, a. As an example, if unemployment rates differ markedly over short distances, then the rates have a high 
frequency of spatial variation (or a short range, a). In contrast, if the rates are very similar over large distances (i.e., values vary re-
gionally but not locally), then the rates have a low frequency of spatial variation. The structured component captures the magnitude 
of variation, while the range represents the spatial scale of variation. The variogram is a function of the data support – the variogram 
estimated from data over (for example) census areas is termed the areal variogram. The derivation of a point support variogram from 
the areal variogram is outlined below.
The most widely used variant of kriging is ordinary kriging (OK). OK predictions are weighted averages of the n nearest 
neighbours of the prediction location. The weights are determined using the coefficients of a model fitted to the variogram (or 
another function such as the covariance function).
2.2 | The change of support problem
In social science contexts, data are often available for zones rather than points. While individual or household level data are 
available in some contexts, these are usually provided without detailed spatial information, and spatially aggregated data usu-
ally offer the only means of exploring detailed spatial patterns. The data support, v, is defined as the geometrical size, shape, 
and orientation of the units associated with the measurements (Atkinson & Tate, 2000). Thus, making predictions from areas to 
points corresponds to a change of support. Geostatistics offers the means to (1) explore how the spatial structure of a variable 
(1)̂(h) = 1
2p(h)




z(xi) − z(xi + h)
}2
F I G U R E  2  Transitive (bounded) variogram model
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changes with change of support, and (2) change the support by interpolation to an alternative zonal system or to a quasi- point 
support (Schabenberger & Gotway, 2005). For many applications, the variogram defined on a point support cannot be obtained 
and only values over a positive support (area) may be available. The variogram of aggregated data is termed the regularised or 
areal variogram (see Goovaerts, 2008).
Variogram deconvolution
If the point support variogram is available then the variogram can be estimated for any support. Using a variogram decon-
volution procedure, the point support variogram can be estimated using the areal variogram. An iterative procedure was im-
plemented by Atkinson and Curran (1995) to derive the point support variogram from the variogram estimated from data on 
regular grids. In population geography, variogram deconvolution for irregular supports (for example, census or administrative 
zones), rather than regular cells, is likely to be more useful. A variogram deconvolution approach for data on irregular supports 
is detailed by Goovaerts (2008). As for approaches used with regular supports, the objective of the method is to minimise the 
difference between the regularised variogram, which is derived from the punctual (deconvolved) variogram, and the variogram 
estimated from the areal data. Goovaerts summarises a 10- step procedure for deconvolution of the regularised variogram. This 
method is implemented in the SpaceStat software (see http://www.biome dware.com/). An alternative approach is available 
through the R package rtop (Skøien et al., 2014).
Area- to- point kriging
Given the deconvolution procedures outlined above, it is possible to make predictions at point locations using data defined on 
areal supports. Kyriakidis (2004) and Goovaerts (2008) show how the kriging system is adapted in the case of areal data sup-
ports and point prediction locations. Area- to- point kriging has theoretical advantages over the methods outlined previously in 
that it explicitly accounts for spatial structure in the variables.
3 |  GRID- BASED POPULATION DATASETS
All areal data are subject to the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) whereby the results of analyses are a function of the size 
and shape of areal units (Openshaw, 1984; Openshaw & Taylor, 1979; Wong, 2009; see Weir- Smith, 2016 for a discussion in 
a South African context). However, with grids, the analyses are simplified as all units are of the same size and shape, and scale 
effects can be explored through simple aggregation of cells. In addition, a population grid “smooths” out spatial population 
discontinuities which are an artefact of the underling arbitrary statutory geographies. Population grids are generated as stand-
ard outputs from censuses in many individual countries, including Estonia, Finland, the Netherlands and Sweden (see Batista 
e Silva et al., 2013; Gallego, 2010). There are several initiatives which have sought to develop gridded population or built up 
area datasets on a global basis. These include the Global Human Settlement Layer (GHSL; see Pesaresi et al., 2016) which 
is supported by the European Commission and provides gridded data on both built- up areas and population (http://ghsl.jrc.
ec.europa.eu/partn ers.php). The GHSL population grid data are available at 250 m and 1 km spatial resolutions at a global scale 
for 1975, 1990, 2000 and 2015. The GHSL data for South Africa have been used as a backdrop for this research. The WorldPop 
project (see Tatem, 2017; Wardrop et al., 2018) is producing a wide array of gridded datasets, with a focus on Central and South 
America, Africa and Asia (http://www.world pop.org.uk/).
Section 2 details some approaches which have been developed to reallocate data on irregular areal units to regular grids. 
Grids have been generated using a diverse array of additional information sources to inform reallocation of population counts 
from source zones (e.g., SALs) to target zones (e.g., 250 m by 250 m grid cells). The approaches employed differ depending 
on the quality of the input data. In cases where detailed household location data (with multiple attributes per household) and 
geographically rich census data (or other population surveys) are available, simple areal weighting and land use data may be 
sufficient to produce accurate population estimates for grid cells. In the present case, we have household locations but not de-
tailed attributes per household. Remotely sensed imagery is used in many population gridding initiatives, while existing land 
use classifications are another key source of information for creating population grids. The WorldPop grids were generated 
using an array of approaches and data sources2 – these include the random forest regression tree- based mapping approach de-
tailed by Stevens et al. (2015), which incorporates information from multiple sources including, for example, remotely sensed 
imagery on night time lights, topography, land use and climate data. The GHSL grids were generated using remotely sensed 
imagery, national censuses, and also volunteered geographic information.
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4 |  STUDY AREA AND DATA
Census data at SAL level for 2001 and 2011 (see StatsSA, 2012) for Cape Town provide the basis for the analysis (see Mokhele 
et al., 2016 for more details). SALs are combinations of smaller zones called enumeration areas; there were 84,907 SALs in 
South Africa in 2011 with a mean population (using 2011 census counts) of 540 people. The example of unemployment is used 
in this paper. Recognising uncertainties in the data values due to small numbers at SAL level, a shrinkage approach was used. 
Shrinkage estimation is used to “borrow strength” from larger areas (in this case, local municipalities) to reduce the uncertainty 
associated with small area data (Noble et al., 2006). The end result of shrinkage is intended to move a SAL’s values towards 
a more reliable higher- level value which, in relation to the present example, might mean an adjustment towards either greater 
or lesser unemployment levels. Details of the shrinkage approach are provided by Smith et al. (2015). The allocation of counts 
(after application of shrinkage) from SALs to grids was undertaken using several data sources. These include Spot Building 
Count (SBC) data produced by ESKOM and the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR; Ngidi et al., 2017) and 
Open Street Map (OSM) landuse data (OpenStreetMap contributors, 2017). The SBC data were developed using SPOT satel-
lite imagery, and the dataset is intended to include all classifiable building structures within South Africa (Breytenbach, 2010). 
Each of the SBC points is linked to a potential population determined through overlay with sub- place census data – the SBC 
points are joined to sub- places using a GIS and the sub- place population allocated to the corresponding SBC points.
5 |  GENERATION OF POPULATION SURFACES FOR CAPE TOWN
Area- to- point kriging is illustrated using the example of unemployment in Cape Town. Poisson kriging is a variant of kriging 
which is well suited to the analysis of population characteristics where rates may, in some cases, be computed from small num-
bers; this approach provides the basis of the present analysis. In this case study, census data for the years 2001 and 2011 were 
released for small areas which differ for each time period. To explore neighbourhood change, it is necessary to reallocate counts 
from the original source geographies to a set of common geographies; the data for 2001 and 2011 are thus reallocated from 
SALs to a 250 m grid. Figure 3 shows the percentage of the population who were unemployed by SAL for Cape Town in 2011. 
A 250 m grid was selected for two key reasons: it allows for analysis of spatial inequalities at a sufficiently fine spatial level and 
it matches the GHSL data introduced above and which have been used as a base layer in the project of which this work is part.
The population grids were generated using an input grid which indicates populated areas. This input grid was created using 
several stages:
1. Use the OSM mapping layers to produce a new layer which includes areas we can be confident are not residential, 
which we term the “remove” layer.
2. Remove all SBC data points that fall within polygons flagged as non- residential in the “remove” layer.
3. Remove all SBC data points that fall outside of study area of the City of Cape Town metropolitan municipality, and remove 
all SBC data points that do not lie within population census SALs (since within Cape Town there are some gaps in the 2011 
SAL layer, indicating these areas are not populated).
4. Create empty 250 m grid.
5. Overlay refined SBC data points with 250 m grid and compute sum of SBC data population for SBC points within 250 m 
cells.
6. Keep only 250 m cells with a summed population >0.5 (rounded to a whole unit – one person).
This results in a layer of grid cells which we assume represents the coverage of population distribution across the City of 
Cape Town metropolitan municipality. The resulting grid cell centres are then used as targets with area- to- point kriging – in 
other words, unemployment rates are estimated for each of the grid cells.
5.1 | Area- to- point kriging
As a first stage, variograms of unemployment percentages were computed. Figure 4 shows the experimental areal variogram 
of unemployment % for SALs for 2011. The variogram exhibits two breaks of slope – the first at approximately 2.5 km, and 
the second at approximately 17.5 km; these correspond to city- wide (smaller figure) and region- wide (larger figure) spatial 
structures in the data. Figure 3 is the standard areal variogram; the next stage of the analysis was based on the variogram of the 
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unknown risk. Goovaerts et al. (2005) characterise spatial variation in cancer mortality risk (a “rare” event – thus rates derived 
from these data and the total numbers of events are small). In cases like this, it is necessary to account for the reliability of 
observations – a function of population size. The variogram of the unknown risk is estimated following Goovaerts et al. (2005). 
Area to point kriging depends on the point variogram, which was derived from the areal variogram of the unknown risk using 
deconvolution, as introduced above. Figure 5 shows the model fitted to this areal variogram and also the model derived using 
deconvolution. As expected, the deconvolved model has a larger sill than the areal model and this reflects the objective of de-
convolution – to account for the variation lost by aggregation to zones such as, in this example, SALs.
The deconvolved model is used next to inform estimates with area- to- point kriging. Ordinary kriging with Poisson popu-
lation (total population; here total employed and unemployed people) adjustment was applied with a population denominator 
of 1 (i.e., the analysis is based on proportions). The discretisation geography was 250 m cells. The destination geography (lo-
cations where estimates are required) was 250 m cells (as for the discretisation geography). The search neighbourhood was a 
quadrant using a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 16 observations with a search radius of 28.9 km (these figures were derived 
F I G U R E  3  Unemployed persons (%) in SALs in 2011 in Cape Town
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experimentally and account for the average spacing between SAL centres). The unemployment rate estimates for 2011 are 
shown in Figure 6(a) while the percentage point changes in unemployment (2011 estimates minus 2001 estimates) are shown 
in Figure 6(b). A key benefit in the gridded estimates is that there are “holes” where there are no people. This allows for more 
accurate depiction of, for example, spatial inequalities since, with standard zonal data, using shared boundaries as a measure of 
likelihood of interaction may be flawed if the area covered by the shared boundary is unpopulated. Where this process is com-
pleted for several time points with incompatible zonal systems, it becomes possible to explore local changes. It is worth noting 
that in some areas, and especially in the north of the region, standard zones would suggest there is considerable homogeneity 
in population characteristics whereas, with 250 m grid cells, the mixed characteristics and sparsity of the population in these 
areas is clearly apparent.
F I G U R E  4  Experimental variogram of unemployment % for SALs in Cape Town in 2011
F I G U R E  5  Model fitted to Poisson variogram and deconvolved model for unemployment rates in Cape Town in 2011
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5.2 | Quality of the gridded predictions
There is no direct means to assess prediction accuracy in this case as there is no existing gridded dataset to which the derived 
grids can be compared. However, previous work in other national contexts may be informative. Lloyd et al. (2017) used an 
areal weighting approach with a simple smoothing procedure and this was assessed using gridded population data for Northern 
Ireland. In this case, the largest population errors (predicted values minus observed values) were found in areas where high- 
density populations (for example, in tower blocks) were wrongly “spread” across larger areas. The main focus in the present 
paper is on rates rather than counts, and the strong spatial structure of deprivation in most areas of Cape Town suggests that 
splitting source zones into (smaller) grids cells, as is done here, will lead to spatially accurate distributions since kriging disag-
gregates to smaller areas while accounting for differences between neighbouring areas. This is further demonstrated later using 
a case study in an area of Cape Town called Dunoon. Figure 1 showed an example of the gridded unemployment rates based 
on the kriging approach superimposed on SAL boundaries – gridded unemployment rates within a given SAL based on a sim-
ple apportionment approach would be identical. The differences are largest in areas with spatially contrasting unemployment 
values (i.e., neighbouring areas are very different) and smallest in areas with similar unemployment levels. This is conceptually 
sensible as it reflects the “transition” between areas with high and low unemployment, but retains the distinction between areas 
at their borders.
F I G U R E  6  (a) Unemployment rate in Cape Town in 2011. (b) Percentage point change in unemployment between 2001 and 2011 (positive 
differences are increases; negative differences are decreases)
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6 |  ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL INEQUALITIES
A key reason for developing gridded population variables is the need to chart how spatial inequalities have changed across 
small areas of Cape Town. One approach to measuring spatial inequalities is to compute a measure of spatial autocorrelation. 
One of the most widely applied measures of spatial autocorrelation is the I coefficient (Moran, 1950). The I coefficient meas-
ures covariation in a single variable measured at multiple locations. An example would be deprivation levels in census areas, 
and the concern is with assessing how far neighbouring deprivation values tend to be similar. First, we define a neighbourhood 
– with a regular grid, we could simply say that all zones which share edges or corners with other zones are neighbours of that 
zone; this is termed queen contiguity. Moran's I is given by:
The right hand part of the numerator, wij(yi − y)(yj − y), comprises the weights for paired data locations i and j multiplied 
by the covariance between yi and yj – the mean is subtracted from each value and the products are multiplied. The sum of these 
covariances for all paired locations is multiplied by n – the number of observations. The output is divided by the sum of the 
squared differences between all of the data values and their mean average multiplied by the sum of all of the weights. In the 
case of queen contiguity, the weights for all individual neighbours of a zone would be one. In many applications, row stan-
dardisation is used and the weights are divided by the number of neighbours. As an example, if there are five neighbours, then 
the weights all become 1/5 = 0.2. Moran's I for unemployment for a 250 m grid for 2001 was 0.816 (pseudo p = .0001), while 
the equivalent figure for 2011 was 0.702 (pseudo p = .0001). This suggests that neighbouring areas have, on average, become 
less similar by unemployment. This could suggest that spatial inequalities have increased – in other words, neighbouring areas 
are less likely to have similar unemployment levels. This can be interrogated further through a local approach. Various local 
measures of spatial autocorrelation have been developed. One of the most widely used is a local variant of Moran's I presented 
by Anselin (1995). It is given by:
where zi are differences of variable y from its global mean (yi − y). In cases where zones are used (as opposed to points), the weights, 
wij, are often set to 1 for immediate neighbours of a zone and 0 for all other zones (queen contiguity); s
2 is the sample variance. 
Note that local I values sum up to global Moran's I. If a zone has a large percentage of group m (e.g., unemployed people) and it has 
several neighbouring zones with very large percentages of group m (values which are larger than average levels), then the value of I 
will be large and positive. If a zone has a very large percentage of a particular group (larger than the average) but its neighbours have 
very small percentages (smaller than the average), then the value of I will be large and negative. It is worth nothing that the results 
are a function of the MAUP, and the results obtained using Sub- Place data rather than SALs as source zones would be different; that 
is, the larger the source zone, the less variation there would be between constituent grid squares. It is also worth noting that queen 
contiguity is a very narrow definition of what constitutes neighbouring areas, especially when using a fine grained 250 m grid square 
geography, but is used here as a simple definition of a local neighbourhood.
Anselin (1995) describes an approach to testing for significant local autocorrelation based on random relocation of the data 
values, the objective being to assess if the observed configuration of values is significant. Significant clusters of values can be 
computed using local I. The end result is a set of five categories: high- high (large values [proportions] surrounded by large val-
ues), low- low (small values surrounded by small values), high- low (large values surrounded by small values), low- high (small 
values surrounded by large values), and not significant. The GeoDa software offers the capacity to test the significance of local 
I using randomisation3 (this can be used to derive pseudo p values) and to map significant clusters. Clusters are identified using 
the Moran scatterplot (Anselin, 1995).
Figure 7 shows significant clusters in the unemployment rate in Cape Town in (a) 2001 and (b) 2011. There are very dis-
tinct spatially continuous areas comprising low- low clusters (areas with low levels of unemployment surrounded by areas with 
similar characteristics), and large areas (principally in a zone to the east of the city centre known as the Cape Flats, which 
includes a number of townships, such as Khayelitsha), comprising high- high clusters. Within the latter area, there are a num-
ber of neighbourhoods with lower levels of unemployment – these are represented as low- high clusters. The broad patterns 


































wijzj, j ≠ i
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These correspond to areas which have reduced levels of unemployment relative to neighbouring areas and in these cases, spatial 
inequalities have increased.
6.1 | Example: Dunoon
Here, the region around Dunoon (located some 10 km north of the centre of Cape Town) provides a specific focus to assess 
changing unemployment patterns. Context to Dunoon is provided by McGaffin et al. (2015); in brief, the establishment of 
Dunoon in 1995 took place under the Less Formal Township Establishment Act (LEFTEA) legislation. Dunoon makes a use-
ful case study as it is a deprived neighbourhood surrounded by relatively affluent areas; these include Parklands, Table View 
and Killarney Gardens (October & Freeman, 2017). There is much informal housing (according to the 2011 census, 41% of 
households lived in formal dwellings), population density in the area is high, and service provision (including sewerage and 
bin collection) is generally poor. Most occupants rent their homes. One feature of the area are “backyarders” – people who pay 
rent to reside in the backyards of other people's homes (October & Freeman, 2017) and in some cases these are rented from 
people who are themselves renters. This has implications for service delivery, as the municipality requires that property owners 
must be present in order to make complaints about service provision (October & Freeman, 2017). Dunoon was also subject to 
an outbreak of violence aimed at foreigners during a series of xenophobic attacks across South Africa, commencing in 2008 
(Cooper, 2009; October & Freeman, 2017).
Figure 8 shows clusters for 2001 and 2011 unemployment rates centred on the Dunoon region with satellite imagery used as 
a backdrop. The satellite imagery highlights that grid cells only exist for populated areas – with fields and industrial buildings 
shown outside of the area covered by the grid cells. In the map for 2001, the central area includes grid cells which are catego-
rised as high- high clusters, neighboured by grid cells categorised as not significant. In the equivalent map for 2011, some cells 
F I G U R E  7  Significant clusters in unemployment rate in Cape Town in (a) 2001. (b) 2011
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F I G U R E  8  Significant clusters in unemployment rate in the Dunoon area in (a) 2001. (b) 2011. SAL boundaries are shown in red 
Source: The backdrop is the Google satellite layer. Map data ©2018 Google.
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have transitioned from not significant to high- high, while a small number have transitioned from not significant, or high- high 
to low- high. There are, therefore, changing patterns of spatial inequality.
The focus of McGaffin et al. (2015) was on the vertical consolidation of Dunoon, a relatively rare case in South Africa of 
the demolition of state- built structures by property owners and their replacement by double- storey rental accommodation. This 
development of new rental accommodation may reflect growing spatial inequalities between those in newly built property with 
provision for rental and those in the original state- developed housing. This cannot be directly assessed in this case study given 
its focus on unemployment specifically, but it presents an interesting case for future work on changing patterns of deprivation 
generally. Examination of grids of total population values show that most of Dunoon is associated with increasing population 
densities over the time period. It seems likely that this increase is linked to growth, in at least some areas, in informal housing. 
The transitions from high- high to low- high clusters are indicative either of relative improvement in the grid cells concerned 
(as suggested above, possibly connected to replacement of state built housing with new rental accommodation), or a relative 
worsening of conditions in the neighbouring cells. There is considerable scope to unpick these patterns at a local level, but it is 
outside the remit of this study.
7 |  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The grid generation approach is being applied to a host of population variables for each of the South African Censuses of 2001 
and 2011, for the whole of South Africa. The key focus of this work is on the construction of deprivation measures based on 
income poverty, employment, education, and living environment for each grid cell. This will build on previous work which has 
sought to measure multiple domains of deprivation across South Africa (Noble & Wright, 2013; Noble et al., 2013). The end 
result of this programme of work will be a major resource for charting changes in deprivation and spatial inequalities across 
the country. By making links to qualitative work undertaken in Cape Town it will be possible to infer the possible impacts “on 
the ground” of these changing inequalities. The potential social and policy impact of this resource is considerable offering, 
as it will, a comprehensive overview of where inequalities are largest, where they have changed most, and in what ways. An 
understanding of the population and economic trajectories and of the implications of spatial inequalities between areas (see 
Sinclair- Smith & Turok, 2012 for a related study of Cape Town) is vital in developing schemes to reduce these inequalities.
Only one measure of spatial inequality is used in this paper – the Moran's I spatial autocorrelation coefficient. Spatial in-
equality has links to segregation and the use of a suite of local measures of segregation to capture different facets of spatial 
inequality could be assessed. Previous work suggests that the exposure dimension may relate more strongly to people's lived 
experiences of inequality than other dimensions of segregation (see McLennan et al., 2016). As well as the dimension of segre-
gation, definitions of neighbourhood are important. In this paper, spatial clustering is measured using adjacent grid cells which, 
it may be argued, is a relatively crude definition of neighbourhood. Other possibilities are distance decay functions whereby 
the likelihood of interactions between people in areas are assumed to reduce as distance between areas increases. More sophis-
ticated ways of measuring potential interactions (and thus exposure to people with different socio- economic characteristics) in-
clude the use of cost surface analysis, as applied by Lloyd (2015) in an analysis of residential segregation by religion in Belfast. 
Future work will assess some such schemas in the context of South Africa.
The availability of data on a consistent geographical basis allows for the assessment of the importance of persistent or rap-
idly changing spatial inequalities – a much under- explored area of research. The findings from this quantitative analysis have 
been linked to a qualitative phase of the work using the South African Social Attitudes Survey and geographically targeted 
focus groups. This work has sought to assess the views of respondents on their own lived experience of inequalities, building 
on the work of McLennan et al. (2014). This element of the research is exploring the associations between measured levels of 
inequality and attitudes to inequalities and provisional results show that the relationships between the two are complex.
The value of gridded population data is recognised by StatsSA. Verhoef (2019) details options for population data output 
geographies and this includes discussion of the Basic Spatial Unit (BSU) frame comprising a 100 m grid which will provide 
the basis for harmonising data from different sources, to allow for exploration of changes across time, and potentially, also 
comparisons between countries. There is, therefore, the potential to link the grids detailed in this paper with those which will 
be produced by StatsSA in the future – albeit with a need to create grids with the same spatial resolution. This would provide a 
powerful means to assess how inequalities have changed over small areas and to consider the determinants of change in these 
areas by linking to the rich array of variables available in the census.
The grids described in this paper are accessible via the project website,4 both as raw data files and via dynamic mapping 
interface. The website also provides access to deprivation measures for all of South Africa for census wards which are consis-
tent for 2001 and 2011, thus allowing direct measurement of change between these two time points. In addition, supporting 
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documentation on the creation of the grids and methods for their analysis are available. The resource includes a range of mea-
sures of spatial inequalities, including measures of exposure (see McLennan et al., 2016), for both grids and standard geograph-
ical zones. This is supported by guidance on how to manipulate and analyse the data using the open source GIS package QGIS 
(QGIS Development Team, 2020).
In the present analysis, the sole focus is on data which are specific to South Africa. However, the availability of population 
grids globally means that the principles can be applied anywhere where areal data exist (e.g., from a census) and the desire is to 
reallocate the counts to a regular grid. The paper contributes to wider body of work which seeks to utilise diverse data sources to 
more accurately map population distributions – a key example of this is the WorldPop project (see, for example, Tatem, 2017). 
The present paper is a novel contribution to the literature on spatial inequalities. The use of population grids could become the 
cornerstone of such analyses internationally, and particularly where there is a desire to assess the nature of spatial inequalities 
between countries or regions.
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